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Summary

The result of this study is a computer programme vhich can

crIculate the trajectory ofddroplet or particle in three dimensions

in a three dimensional flow field.

Droplets are injected into a computer predinted flow field

in a gas turbine combustor can with initial conditions corresponding

to the point of sheet break-up of fuel laving the atomiser being

modelled. The fundamental eour-tions of motion are solved numerically

for each droplet size in a statistical distribution representinC the

whole spray. The angular position of the point of injection is also

varied.

The rate of fuel evaporation in each cell of the finite difference

grid is then calculated so that this can be used for improved flow field

calculations. Droplet trajectories are also presented graphically

to give information on the three-dimensional nature of the spray.
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Notation.

Cb Evaporation constant

C0  Drag coefficient

c Specific heat capacity at constant +pressure

Dp Droplet or particle diameter

D Rosin-Rammler mean diameter

L Latent heat of evaporation

m Mass

m Mass flowrat e

n Rosin-Rammler spread par.meter

Nu Nusselt number

Pr Prandtl number

Re Reynolds number

t Time

T Temperature

u Resultant velocity vector

up v, w velocity components in axialp radial and tangential directions.

A, r, time derivatives of u, v and w

x9 yo z distance in axial, radial and angular directions.

X, , z time derivatives of x, y and z.

)0 Density

Viscosity

X Thermal conductivity

Subscripts:

0 Initial

00 Flow field

Gas

Liquid

p Particle or droplet

• I



Introduction.

The availability of large general purpose digital computers

has enabled numerical techniques to be applied to complex physical

phenomena. In the field of Combustion Research, mathematical

modelling can be used to predict the behaviour of all kinds of

combustion processes and can give information on the chemical and

*physical processes taking place (Ref. 1). As a design tool,

mathematical modelling can assist in providing a less empirical

* approach to the problems of combustor design, a field of increasing

importance as a result of the present interest in improved fuel

efficiency and reduction of pollutant emissions.

The object of this study is to produce a general algorithm

to calculate the trajectory of a particle in a gas flow in three

dimensions. The equations of motion and trajectory are solved

numerically, as an analytical solution is not practicable in three

dimensions with the coordinate system used.

The algorithm is then applied to the specific case of

evaporating fuel droplets in a gas turbine combustor, in order to

model mathematically the spray evaporation taking place and to

provide information on the trajectories and behaviour of individual

droplets and size groups with varying initial conditions.

In order to model the evaporating droplets, equations representing

droplet heating up and evaporation must be included in the trajectory

algorithm.

The computer predicted gas flow field for a Lycoming combustor,

used in the study, was produced at Sheffield (ref. 2), and defines

the geometry of the finite difference grid into which dropletr are

injected.

Work in this field has alrep'dy produced droplet trajectories

in two dimensions (Ref. 5).



Hfaving obtained trajectories of individual droplets, the

model is extended to an entire spray by calculating the tra'jectories

of a range of droplet sizes and initial conditions. The trajectories

are presented graphically to yield information on the behaviour of

individual droplets within the spray. r

The rate of fuel evaporation in each grid cell can also be

calculated for the fuel spray. This information can then~ be used

* in the original flow field calculations, replacing the time consumring

method currently usedv i.e. representing each droplet size ranpe as a

* chemical species and solving the resulting elliptic equations.



Theory.

Because of the cylindrical nature of combustion chambers

and the gas flows involved, a cylindric4l polar coordinate system

is used to describe the location of the particle or droplet, where

x is the axial distance from the datum, y is the radial position,

and z (radians) is the angular position. Velocities are measured

in the axial (u),radial (v) and tangential (w) directions.

The equations of motion of a particle , neglecting all forces

except drag, in component form are:

I

~(1)

wher -p,f,p are the absolute particle velocities in the axial,

radial and tangential directions respectively, and iA , , f

are the corresponding gas velocities.I

For the general case, F is given by:

FW(

• r
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whr Pi h atcediameterg Re is the relative Reynold's

number, defined as:

where -U and 1Aa are the resultant velocities of the particle and

gas stream respectively.

The drag coefficient, CO , is given by the folloving equations

( Ref. 3) :

CD 27 ?e- ° ' ie-=v 2/- 7 Pe. (6)

0 217
=D -0~ I0~~80< (7)

C, 2 Io4K R (8)

If Stoke's regime prevails and there is uniform gas flow

( i.e. # are constant ), then the axial component can

be solved analytically.

Under Stoke's regime, the term 4 )is approximated to
unity.( u )

Assuming remains constant, the term ~ becomes

constant, whereupon equation (1) is integrable.

In a Cartesian coordinate system, the equations of motion

for all three components would have the form of equation (1), thus

permitting an analytical solution for obtaining the droplet or

particle trajectories. However, in the rectangular polar coordinate

system used, the interdependence in the expresnions for thp rpdial

and tangential components prevents an analytical solution being found.
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For the rectngulnr pol.-ir coor.linnte ,ystem, the e-uation7

of trajectory are-

S= "[P (o9)

* _ ut! (ii)

Pquations (i) to (11) describe the trajectory of a particle

in a gas stream. For an evanorrt inC droplet, Dp is not constant,

and the rate of change of droplet diameter with time is required.

For forced convection this ir- .-iven by:

C& ( + 0 0.23 Re' a) (12)

where Cf is the evapor7tion constnnt. Thir ir drenlan_ on

the properties of the fuel an well as the rurroundinL -nes,

and is given br '*iSe and Agoston as ( Ref. 4)

jot CP2

if (i+ 0-23Re 1)c-n be -ir-umed conrtant, then o-ii-tion (12)

can be interrted. to c-ive:

CP (i2 + 02 Re Y~t -to) (14) I
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the dro- let di oeter Ii- time t- t,

To aillow for droplets "h', tin- up" rfter entry into the hot

gas stream it has been assumed that droplets do not beg-in to evporAte

until they reach their boiling point. The rate of chn-e of

teMperature w-ith time is given by:

SCt t
where Tp is the droplet temperature. su ( As)

Pc P2  c

is constnnt, on integration this gives:

'0~ (1T _T-) ex~NwNA #(-.~ (6

where-p o is the drop temper ture at time to.

Equation (14) is suppressed until the droplet temperature,

reaches the boiling point of the liquid. The Pusselt nnmrber, Nu

is given by:

N -- 0.6 Re'" F-" (17)

where the Prandtl number, Pr ir given by:

P(

The above solutions are, of course, valid only when

(t-to) is taken to be sufficiently small.



Application.

Fnuations (1) to (18) above describe the motion of an

evaporating droplet in three dimensions i n a gas stream.

Numerical integration can now: be used to calculate the droplet

trajectory in the given gas flow field.

For the purposes of this investigation a computer

predicted flow field in a gas turbine combustor was used. This

has been calculated for a Lycoming combustor using a numerical

prediction algorithm to model the physical and chemical processes

taking place ( Ref. 2 ).

The geometry of the Lycoming combustor can, which was designed

as a research combustor, is shown in Fig. 1. Air enters via a

swirler which produces a finite swirl velocity. The fuel spray is

introduced at a point near the centre line in front of a baffle

and is of hollow cone type. Primary, secondary and dilution

air streams are introduced by three sets of injection holes, each

consisting fsix equally spaced circular orifices around the periphery

of the combustor can. This is responsible for the three-dimension:l

nature of the problem.

For the computer model, the combustnr can is represented

by a single 600 sector containing one set of air injection holes

to represent the six identical segments. This is then subdivided

into a further 7 sectors. In the axial direction the length of

the combustor is divided into 27 sections, and radially into 18

sections, giving a total of 3402 elements in the finite difference

grid. The grid is shown in Fig. 2.

The elements are labelled ( I,J,K ) in the x,y and z

directions. Note that in the angular direction elements with

K between 2 and 6 inclusive occupy 100 sectors whereas the K=l
0 0and K=7 elements occupy a sector of 5 In fact the two 5



sectors are adjacent and can be considered as one 10 sector,

but due to the positioning of the grid and in order to iimplify

calculations they are considered as two separate half soctors.

For the purposes of this investigr tion the flow parameters

used ( which are the three components of velocity, temperature

and density) are defined for each grid element and are assumed

to be valid throughout this control volume. The complex flow

throughout the combustor can thus be represented by the finite

difference grid.

The flow data is obtained from the output of the combustor

model described in Ref. 2. The same grid geometry is used in

the latter but the gas velocities are defined for a staggered

grid. This is demonstrated by Fig. 3(a) which shows that the

u , v and w velocity control volumes do not coincide with those

for temperature, pressure etc. In order to considerably simplify

the representation of velocity data the u, v, w velocity control

volumes have been redefined to coincide with the nominal control

volumes by averaging adjacent velocity values, an example being

shown in Fig. 3(b).

Since the first set of air injection holes occurs at the

primary air inlet it might be expected that the gas flow field would

be essentially two dimensional upstream from this point. It is on

this assumption that the two dimensional model of Ref. 5 is

justified. To investigate the validity of this assumption a

statistical analysis of u-, v- and w-velocity, temperature and

density data was made. For each value of I and each of three

J values, the set of data for all K values was averaged and a sample

standard deviation calculated.

Sample standard deviation s, is riven by:

5(19)

Li .(..xL:)
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where x,, xa ..... x, are the values of the data, 5 in the mean

of the data and n is the number of data points. .*ince we are

interested in the amount of angular variation as a proportion of

the mean of the values rather than the ab.:xlute variation, the

sample standard deviation is expressed as a percent--ge of the mean.

Hence:

Sample Standard 100 :X( i L)(0
Deviation (Percent) 

(2 0) )

The results of this analysis are shown in Figs. 4(a) to 4(e),

and are discussed below.

A vector plot of the velocity distribution is also given in

Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). It can be clearly seen that there is a

recirculation zone in front of the baffle, and that the flow in

the region of the air injection holes is dominated by the inward

flow of air. The flow cross-section of Fig. 5(b) at the point

of primary air inlet clearly shows how the three-dimensional

nature of the flow field is brought about by the disturbance

introduced by the air injection.

Once the u-, v-, w-velocity, temperature and density data

is stored as a 27 x 18 x 7 array, the fundamental enuations of

motion ( equations (1), (2) and (3) ) can be solved numerically

by assuming that the gas velocity, temperature and density remain

constant throughout each cell.

These three simultaneous differential equations are solved

by using the fourth order Runge-Ktutta method. The time step

length is calculated to give approximately the same number of

time steps while the droplet is in each cell. After each time

step the equations of trajectory ( equations (9), (10) and (11))

are used in finite difference form to calculate the new values of

x, y and z as follows:

= xn . + t (LA- fI)()
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= + (_ 923)

In ,ddition, for an evapor-,ting droplet, either equation

(14) or (16) is used, depending on vhether the droplet has reached

its boiling point, to cnlculate droplet diimeter or temperature.

Any auxiliary equations uith terms conta:ining u, v, w, x, y or 7.

or Dp are also calculated after each time step.

A check is also made, after each time step, to establish

whether the particle or droplet has passed through the boundary

of the volume cell. If this proves to be the case the new cell

is found and new values for the constants for the cell are obt.-ined.

Also, Po of equation (14) and TP9 of equation (16) and the corresponding

to are reset. A new time step length is calculated to maintiin an

approximately constant number of time steps in each cell. A check

is also made for the following specific cases:

1) Droplet passes into an adjacent 600 sector.

In this case the z value of the droplet is adjusted to

bring it to the corresponding position in the original

sector, i.e. 60 is subtracted from its z value.

The actual angular position is retained for output.

2) Droplet passes through centre-line.

Although there would seem to be a very small chance of

this occurring a provision is incorporated for the droplet

to be reflected from the centre-line if the radial distance, y,

should become less than :aero.

3) Droplet hits a wall.

Since the original velocity data is not valid for cells

for which J is greater than 17P a droplet is said to

have hit the c6mbustor wall if it enters a cell for which

J is equal to 18.
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4) Droplet pases through the exit of the corl ui!tion ch .il-pr.

If a droplet or particle survives to pass throul-h :. cell

for which I = 27 it is reported as havin!- left ih,- combu!-tion

chamber.

5) Droplet evaporates.

If the diameter of an evaporating droplet falls to lens

than (iO metres ( approximtely 3 microns ) it is

reported as having evaporated. In practice, droplets

vanish almost immediately as r becomes very amnll, d

droplets smller than this behave erratically unleds the

time step length is reduced greatly. This test is marie

with each time step.

6) Droplet remains in combustion chamber after 500 time steps.

The iteration is halted if more than 500 time steps are

required in order to prevent an excessive use of computer

time.

Any of conditions 3) to 6) above will terminate the iteration

loopy otherwise the next time step is calculated.

When a droplet is evaporating the amount of fuel evaporated

per unit time in each cell is calculated as it leaves the cell,

given by:

(~- '). ~(24)

where P droplet diameter on entry into cell

droplet diameter on exit from cell

= droplet diameter on start of trajectory

total mass flowrate of fuel represented ly the

droplet, e.g. the mass flowrate of fuel in the si"e rnnge being,

represented by a single droplet.

Je
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If the droplet bits a wall as in 3) above, the ren ining

fuel contained in the droplet is "evaporated" into the cell

adjacent to the wall, representing droplets rndhring to the wall

of the combustion ch.,mber. It vould be possible to extenl the

model to include droplets rebounding off the wall, shattering etc.

To extend the model to predict the behaviour of a vhole spray,

a statistical size distribution is used to represent the spray aF a

number of size ranges, each represented in turn by a single droplet

diameter, the mean of the size ranCe.

It is assumed that after sheet break-up, the fuel spray

leaving the atomiser obeys a Rosin-Rammler size distribution.

In this model, the mass fraction of fuel having a droplet diameter

greater than D is given as:

Tn. (25)

where D is the Rosin-Rammler mean diameter and n is the spread

parameter. For this study a value 50 microns was chosen for

and the spread parameter is taken as 2. The mass fraction of

fuel in a given size range is found by subtraction:

where the size range lies between D, and D1

The size ranges are chosen to be of equal length and cover

droplet diameters from zero to a diameter below which 99r of the

mass of fuel falls. A total of 20 size ranges was chosen to

adequately model the complete spray.
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.;in[7le droplets vith di-Imctcrs enual to the m ,'n of :-h i 'C'

ranre are injected into the jtas flow field withi initiil x and y

coordlinates corre:spondin!7 to the point of -Hneet breal--up of thE -p yv.

In addition, for each size rani-e, droplets rre injected from !!iy

different antnilar locations differin!7 by 100.0 Conse~luently the

tra~jectories of a total of 120 fuel f~ropl etr -rr-ctl u:'tv'd.

The Aomi.s-er chi-racteri- 7tic- are :-peci fi ed by ~"-ycone -inf-1P, v' n

dirtancc from, no~-zle to sheet break-up, an,! tho Thnrin-P.-riil er me- n

and rprerd pvir; metcr. Prom this ;nd Cenor1 phn ld t~i the

entire STpray cone i.- constructed.

The a.-ouint of fuel eva!,or-.tedI in ertch cell1 i- rivnn~,d for i he

v'hole lrpraiy The ri-' flo-r.t'o of fuel re',rr--ni 1-, 0' ~rh~1 vi

-where M,,, ir defineO in eru~tion (2 . Since e-ch ri ~e r.n!r is

repref-ontrO by six droplets of different initi-il r.rni:1r xro!ition, the

f'7ctor of 1/6 occurr. The total mass flowrate of fuel is
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Results and Dijcusrion.

Th, -ultr of th' !-tqiric" ,r" r' of 1,  -'l'

'i."i-.tin o' 4h flo," :1.r-meter.- ir pre,-rnie! in Pi -.

to ,(e). Prercnt-i e -'tnd-'d r evi-tionh - (e Civc.n for J v'lues

of 3, 0 and 16 ar indica- tedi in thie P~ i-. "'(f) ). it

can be ren that ,'i1 .n v:,ri-tion of "l five r.'' -pterr .j

-enerlly lern than 205 u-r7tream of the -imary "ir injection,

7t whfc~h Ioint it I,e!ins to increase very r:.pidly. It ,,oull

therefore appear that in the reg-ion dow.ntrenm of the grid

location at which I is erual to 10 the flow. field can be

conridered to be three-Iimen -ionl and to be tio-dimensional

up'trcem from thir -oint.

The rvrult of calul-tions for fuel rprys of evnporating

droplets are 7ho"n 7naahicnlly in Figures 5 to 9 as follows:-

inclu'led cone anrle spray velocity
(degrees) (r/S)

Fig. 5 45 20

Fig. 6 45 10

Pie. 7 45 50

Fig. 8 30 20

Fig. 9 80 20

Distance from atomiser nozzle to sheet break-up is taken as

5mm. The number of size ranges is 20 except for Fig. 8 where

it was reduced to 12 to reduce the amount of computer time required.

Other relevant data can be found in the programme listing of Appendix 1.

The results are shown as an orthographic projection of the

droplet trajectories consisting of a side elev;ttion of the comburtor

and an end elevation looking along the axis of the combustion chamber.

The air injection locations are indicated by arrows. Droplet

burn-out locations are encircled. Droplets whose loci do not end

in a circle have hit the combustor wall.
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The combu:tor dimensions are Ahown in Fig. 1. Part of the aecti on

of the combustor can downstream of the primary air injection )oe

is not sho:,n in Figs. 5 to 9 •

Figure 5 shows the predicted -prav obt,'ine1 for an inclu(Ad

nominal cone angle of 45 0 an' initial ,nrny velocity of 2() m/,-,

these charr;,oteristics being typic:l of the pre. -ure-jet type of

atomiser. It can be seen that a larfe number of rdroplet"-

penetrate into the three-dimensional region. Tho.-e t roplets

passing within the vicinity of the primary air f-t ream -ire deflected

and some pass right across the combu!;tion ch-mber and impinge on

the opposite wall. Similar behaviour is obsierved in Fig. 6 w-here

the spray velocity is only 10 m/s , as a result of w:hich the

droplets have evaporated after travelling a rhorter dirtnce rlon-

the chamber. Figure 7 shows a higher velocity spray ( 50 m/s )
which has resulted in a spray which remains in licuid form further

along the combustion chamber, some droplets passing beyond the

secondary air injection holes.

Figure 8 shows the behaviour of a spray with a narrower

cone angle. The spray has been broken up to a greater extent

than for the 45 cone angle because the majority of the droplets

have entered the recirculation zone where there are g7reater

velocity gradients. It can be seen that some droplets Thow -in

apparently erratic behaviour as they are repeated1ly deflected

by several primary and secondary air strepms.

Fiure 9 shows a spray with a large cone angle ( 800).

In this case no droplets have penetrated into the throe-dimenf ioni

zone and a large proportion of the droplet, have collided i.Lith the

combustor wall upstream of the primary air injection holes.

Figire 10 is n histogram -ho'in- "ho mars fio,: rate of

fuel (area on graph) against disit,nce nlong- the x-- ris of the

combustor. This has been calculated for the 30 ° cone Lnr]e ca,e

of Fir. 8. It rhows that a significint proportion of 1he fNl

evaporates in the three-dimensional region of the cob '-. nr r'tn.
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In view of the fact that some droplets show a very abrupt

deviation from their orig7inal pth in the vicinity of the air

injection stre;,oms, a check was considered necessary to en-ure that

this was not due to inaccuracies in the solution procedure arising

from too large a time step length. The time step length war

therefore reduced by a factor of four, and several sets of

trajectory calculations were performed to verify the original

results. There was no siinificant change in the results.

I.

I
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Conclusions.

It has been demonstrated that, accordin- to the computer-

predicted flow data, the conditions in t he region of the primary

air injection holes and dow-nstream from this point are three-dimenrzional

in nature. It has also been shownm that it is possible to produce a

three-dimensional ma-thematical model of individual droplet trnjectories

within a fuel spray and thus to model the spray as a whole. In the

absence of any experimental data it has not been possible to perform

a comparison betw, een the predicted and actual observed spray behaviour.

Experimental data to verify the predictions is still required.

It can be seen, hovever, that the technicues developed

could be of use in combustor design. It is clearly undesirable

to have droplets impinging on combustor v231]s cr-uing 'wet' spots,

or to have un-evanorated fuel surviving as far as the lower temperature

regions of the combustor where it mny lead to incomplete combustion

and consequently poor fuel efficiency and the presence of pollutants

in the exhaust gases. The effect of cone angle and spray velocity

on these phenomena has been shown. Further study along these lines

might enable a more suitable atomiser design to be found or lend to

improvements in combustion chamber design with particular regard to

the positioning of the air injection ports.

It must be noted that although the droplet/particle trajectory

algorithm has been applied to the specific case of evaporating

droplets in gas turbine combustors, it remnins a ren'rnl procedure

and is capable of bein C used to model the motion of any p:trticle

or droplet in a three-dimensional flow field. Examples of applications

include diesel engines and cyclone sepnrators.
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